Introduction
The richness of human experience is based on the integration of different sensory stimuli. This integration is largely implicit and serves to facilitate perception and understanding in a complex sensory environment. Schizophrenia (SZ) is characterised by a disintegration of common multimodal experiences (Postmes et al., 2014) and has been conceptualised as a disorder of the normal connectivity and integration within the brain (Friston and Frith, 1995; Roiser et al., 2013; Stephan et al., 2009; White et al., 2010) . The research on perceptual processing of low-level stimuli in SZ and other non-affective psychotic disorders has naturally focussed on single sensory systems, identifying subtle dysfunctions in visual, auditory and sensorimotor processing (Butler and Javitt, 2005; Javitt and Freedman, 2015; Näätänen and Kähkönen, 2009; Shergill et al., 2014) , with a relative neglect of the integration of these elementary processes into the multimodal context in which the sensory experiences in psychosis often arise. Such multimodal experiences make it probable that symptoms such as hallucinations and delusions are not primarily a function of the failure within a single sensory system, but rather of an inappropriate interaction between different sensory modalities. This suggests that an understanding of multisensory integration (MSI) in non-affective psychosis may contribute to a better understanding of the clinical symptoms. In using low-level stimuli, perceptual deficits can be disentangled more readily from higher level dysfunctions, e.g. involving social cognition or learning processes.
MSI can also give rise to illusory phenomena in healthy perception. Multisensory illusions are characterised by a binding of information from different modalities in order to create a coherent unified percept, which is typically inconsistent with the true sensory input. For example, in the Ventriloquist illusion, an auditory stimulus is misattributed to the wrong source if that source provides temporally contingent visual information (Howard and Templeton, 1966) . Similarly in the McGurk illusion, incongruent visual and auditory phonetic information is fused into the percept of an alternative, illusory phoneme (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976) . Importantly, while non-veridical in nature, these illusions can be seen as optimal percepts given the ambiguous sensory input and learned expectations about multimodal stimuli (Alais and Burr, 2004; Körding et al., 2007) . They therefore constitute markers for intact multimodal processing as seen in healthy individuals, while offering a framework in which to investigate aberrant sensory fusion in psychosis (White et al., 2014) .
Outside of the illusion literature, a dysfunction of multisensory integration in SZ has been shown in the form of reduced facilitation of speech processing by visual articulatory motion (Ross et al., 2007) , and on a more elementary level with reduced reaction time facilitation in response to bimodal detection targets as compared to unimodal targets (Williams et al., 2010) . Emotional voice information has further been shown to exert a reduced influence on a visual emotion categorization task in SZ (de Gelder et al., 2005) . Recently, Zvyagintsev et al. (2013) demonstrated that patients with SZ show an interference effect of auditory information on a visual discrimination task both in an emotional and basic perceptual paradigm, whereas controls did not show this effect on the basic perceptual level. It is interesting to note that in the interference paradigm, an increased multimodal interaction, or "leakage" between modalities, is observed in patients compared to controls when using low-level audiovisual stimuli. Importantly, this is an attentional effect which influences the response rather than perception. In contrast, illusion paradigms predict a reduction in multisensory interactions in patients. In these paradigms, perception itself is altered by multimodal information, but when MSI breaks down, perception remains veridical, albeit non-optimal. Accordingly, within the multisensory illusion paradigm, patients with SZ have been shown to exhibit reduced susceptibility to the McGurk effect (de Gelder et al., 2003; White et al., 2014) . However, research on susceptibility to multimodal illusions in SZ is sparse and typically makes use of high-level social or emotional stimuli. There is therefore little evidence on MSI in SZ from illusion paradigms using low-level stimulus integration.
In the current study, we used the sound-induced flash illusion (Shams et al., 2000) to examine auditory-visual integration on a very basic perceptual level in non-affective psychosis. Our sample consisted largely of patients with a diagnosis of SZ, but also included a small number of patients with schizoaffective disorder. These subgroups did not differ in terms of their symptoms, thus we shall henceforth refer to SZ as a whole for simplicity. In the sound-induced flash illusion paradigm, different numbers of brief flashes and beeps are presented contemporaneously. The classic illusion occurs when one flash accompanied by two beeps is erroneously perceived as two flashes (fission illusion). Conversely, two flashes are often perceived as one when they are accompanied by a single beep (fusion illusion; Andersen et al., 2004 ). Crucially, this task avoids potential confounds due to biological motion, phonetics, or social aspects often present in audiovisual paradigms (de Gelder et al., 2003; de Gelder et al., 2005; Ross et al., 2007; White et al., 2014) . Previous research has shown that modulation of visual cortex activity in early stages of sensory processing is at least partially involved in eliciting the sound-induced flash illusion (Shams et al., 2005) , suggesting that low level sensory processes play an important role for this illusion. It has been suggested that auditory input modulates visual cortical activation via direct pathways, resulting in the perception of an illusion. This paradigm is therefore useful in order to examine whether auditory input modulates early visual cortical processing to the same degree in SZ as it does in healthy perception.
We implemented analyses from Signal Detection Theory (SDT) in order to disentangle perceptual sensitivity from more general perceptual biases in characterising the sound-induced flash illusions.
The choice of SDT measure was made in order to remain consistent with existing literature on the sound-induced flash illusion. However, there has been recent criticism of the use of SDT measures in this context (Witt et al., 2015) ; specifically, it has been pointed out that the criterion measure (also known as response bias) is frequently inaccurately interpreted as an internal decision criterion. We therefore emphasize that the criterion measure as used in the current study does not necessarily reflect a decisional response rule, but may indeed reflect a perceptual process. Consequently, when we use the term "tendency", we do not exclude the possibility that this may be perceptually drivenindeed we believe this to be more likely than an internal decision criterion.
Based on previous research showing that patients with SZ show reduced susceptibility to the McGurk effect (White et al., 2014) and reduced MSI (de Gelder et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2010) , we hypothesised that patients would exhibit attenuated fission and fusion illusions relative to HC in our study. The sensitivity index d' was used to indicate whether illusions were due to attenuated sensitivity which was specific to illusion trials, and the criterion measure ln(β) was used to indicate whether auditory information created a general (likely perceptual) bias which was unspecific to the illusion trials.
Material and Methods

Participants
Forty individuals diagnosed with a diagnosis of non-affective psychosis according to ICD-10 and 22 HC matched for age, sex, handedness, and socioeconomic background participated. Thirty-six patients had a diagnosis of schizophrenia and 4 patients had a diagnosis of schizoaffective disorder. Patients diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder did not differ from patients diagnosed with schizophrenia in terms of symptoms, and exclusion of these patients from analysis did not alter the statistical results of this study. Intelligence quotient (IQ) was measured with the two-item Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI; Wechsler, 1999) . Thirty-eight patients were taking prescribed anti-psychotic medication at the time of the study and two patients were stable off their medication for over six weeks. Chlorpromazine (CPZ) equivalent doses of medications were calculated using conversion tables (Bazire, 2005; Woods, 2003) . Demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1 . Exclusion criteria for all subjects were a history of neurological illness, current major physical illness, and drug dependency over the last six months. Exclusion criteria for HC were a history of psychiatric illness and a first-degree relative currently or previously suffering from a psychotic illness. All subjects had normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Ethical approval was provided by Central London Research and Ethics Committee. All participants provided informed written consent and were compensated for their time and travel.
Stimuli
The task was conducted as part of a larger magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study. The fMRI data is not presented here, as it captures a different set of processes involved in this task. Visual stimuli were presented on a screen viewed via a head-mounted mirror (refresh rate 60Hz). Each flash (F) was a white disk (diameter: 1.6°; duration: 16.66ms; eccentricity: 4° right off-centre) presented against a black background. Beeps (B) were presented via headphones at a volume permitting dissociation of the tone from background noise (frequency: 480Hz; duration 16ms). 0, 1 or 2 flashes were presented alongside 0, 1 or 2 beeps, resulting in nine possible stimulus combinations (trial types). Each trial type was presented 24 times in a randomized order, resulting in 216 trials. On congruent trials (F1B1 and F2B2), flashes and beeps had identical onsets. On incongruent trials (F1B2 and F2B1), the single stimulus in one modality was presented symmetrically in between the first and second onset of the stimuli in the other modality. The inter-stimulus-interval (ISI) between two stimuli of the same modality was determined on a single-subject level based on unimodal visual performance.
Determination of the inter-stimulus-interval (ISI)
A dual staircase procedure was used prior to the task to assess the minimal gap (as a multiple of screen frames, i.e. 16.66ms) needed to be able to reliably discern two flashes. This procedure was conducted outside the MRI scanner in quiet conditions. The two staircases were interleaved such that each odd trial used a randomly selected staircase and each even trial used the respective other staircase. The procedure was ended when two minimum inversions had occurred on both staircases (or if two flashes were consistently identified on three consecutive trials at the minimum staircase value, i.e. minimal gap). The threshold was set as the largest of all minimum inversion values that occurred. Two screen frames were subsequently added to this threshold, and the resulting duration set as a consistent ISI throughout the flash illusion task. We hereby aimed to maximise the chance that two flashes could correctly be identified as such in viewing conditions inside the scanner.
Procedure
On each trial, participants were required to fixate a permanently visible, central white cross, which turned red 500 ms after stimulus onset as a response cue. Upon response, it changed back to white.
Participants were instructed to attend to the flashes and disregard beeps, and to indicate via button press how many flashes (0, 1, or 2) they had seen on each trial. Incongruent trials were conditions of interest for the occurrence of illusions: F1B2 trials were potential fission illusion trials (a fission occurring when two flashes were reported), and F2B1 trials were potential fusion illusion trials (a fusion occurring when one flash was reported).
Statistical analyses
Accuracy was calculated as proportion correct for each trial type and compared between groups using non-parametric Mann-Whitney tests.
For the SDT analysis, trials on which subjects responded "0" were excluded from all further analyses.
This ensured that calculated response rates were based on two response alternatives of interest and summed to 1 in a given condition, which allows for comprehensive comparison of SDT measures. Furthermore, trials on which 0 flashes were presented were excluded from further analyses as these were not of primary interest.
SDT measures were calculated similarly to previous reports (Watkins et al., 2006; Whittingham et al., 2014) . A baseline condition was defined as trials on which no beeps were presented (F1B0 and F2B0), the fission condition was defined as trials on which two beeps were presented (F1B2 and F2B2), and the fusion condition was defined as trials on which one beep was presented (F1B1 and F2B1). For each of these conditions, sensitivity measure d' and criterion measure ln(β) (Stanislaw and Todorov, 1999) were calculated and baseline-illusion difference scores compared using mixed ANOVAs.
Despite the difficulties in interpreting SDT measures adequately, the use of sensitivity and criterion measures are useful in that they allow a distinction between the sensitivity between perceiving one or two flashes (under varying auditory conditions), and an overall tendency to perceive one or two flashes within a condition. Witt et al. (2015) correctly state that the sound-induced flash illusion may be reflected in the criterion measure (e.g. an overall increased tendency to perceive and respond "2" when two beeps are presented will lead to an increase in fission illusions on F1B2 trials), however this effect will not be specific to the illusion trial (i.e. there will also be increased "2" responses on F2B2 trials). In contrast, sensitivity d' disentangles these two effects by contrasting them directly.
Sensitivity is defined as z(hit rate)-z(false alarm rate), where z is the inverse cumulative normal function. Criterion ln(β) was defined as
. Negative values indicate a tendency towards responding "signal present", whereas positive values indicate a tendency towards responding "signal absent". A log linear transform was applied before computing hit and false alarm rates (adding 0.5 each to the number of hits and false alarms, and adding 1 each to the total number of signal trials and no-signal trials) in order to avoid extreme values of d' (e.g. when the number of hits or false alarms is 0). The definition of SDT terms for each condition was as follows:
Fission condition (F1B2 and F2B2 trials)
Two flashes were defined as the signal. Therefore, a response of "2" on F2B2 trials was a hit, while a response of "1" was a miss. Conversely, a response of "2" on F1B2 trials was a false alarm (or fission illusion), and a response of "1" was a correct rejection. Sensitivity d' reflects the ability to distinguish one and two flashes, under the condition that two beeps are presented. A positive ln(β) reflects the overall tendency towards responding "1".
Fusion condition (F1B1 and F2B1 trials)
One flash was defined as the signal. Therefore, a response of "1" on F1B1 trials was a hit, and a response of "2" was a miss. A response of "1" on F2B1 trials was a false alarm (or fusion illusion) and a response of "2" was a correct rejection. Sensitivity d' reflects the ability to distinguish one and two flashes, under the condition that one beep is presented. A positive ln(β) reflects the overall tendency towards responding "2". However for the further analysis, ln(β) in this condition was inverted to represent the tendency towards responding "1" in order to more easily compare to the fission and baseline conditions.
Baseline condition (F1B0 and F2B0 trials)
The definition of either one or two flashes as the signal is arbitrary. Sensitivity d', indicating the ability to distinguish one and two flashes when no beeps are presented, will be identical regardless of this definition. Criterion ln(β), reflecting the overall tendency towards one particular response, will only differ with respect to its sign. We chose to define two flashes as the signal (in line with the fission illusion); hence positive ln(β) will reflect the overall tendency to respond "1" on these trials.
Susceptibility to each illusion was quantified as the difference in d' between the baseline and respective illusion condition. Overall biasing due to the presentation of beeps was quantified as the difference in ln(β) between the baseline and illusion conditions. Finally, d'-difference and ln(β)difference were computed between the fission and fusion conditions for completeness.
Correlation analyses were also performed for baseline-illusion d'-difference scores with clinical and behavioural variables of interest.
Results
ISI
The staircase procedure resulted in a marginally longer mean ISI in patients (M = 75ms, SD = 28.33ms) compared to HC (M = 65ms, SD = 13.33), t(59.5) = -1.90, p = .062.
Raw data
The response rates for each of the three possible answers (0, 1, or 2 flashes seen) in each of the nine conditions are depicted in Figure 1 . Accuracy was above 70% on unimodal trials as well as trials with equal flashes and beeps. Both groups showed average performance above chance level (33%) in all of these trial types, as assessed with one-sided Mann-Whitney tests, all ps < .005. Across all trial types, mean accuracy did not differ between patients (M = 0.74, SD = 0.11) and HC (M = 0.76, SD = 0.09), W(60) = 488, p > 0.05. Average performance when excluding F1B2 and F2B1 trials also did not differ between patients (M = 0.82, SD = 0.13) and HC (M = 0.87, SD = 0.09), W(60) = 543, p > 0.05.
Looking at accuracy in each trial type separately, uncorrected Mann-Whitney tests showed reduced accuracy in patients compared to HC only in the F0B0 condition, W(60) = 589, p = 0.028. This difference does not survive Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
As is evident from the Figure 1 , fission rates (response of "2" on F1B2 trials) did not significantly differ between groups (HC: M = 0.54, SD = 0.25, Patients: M = 0.57, SD = 0.24), W(60) = 412, p = 0.686. In contrast, for the fusion illusion (response of "1" on F2B1 trials), patients showed lower rates compared to HC (HC: M = 0.55, SD = 0.26, Patients: M = 0.40, SD = 0.26), W(60) = 591, p = 0.028 (uncorrected).
Having removed trials on which a response of 0 was given, and recalculating response rates for the following SDT analysis, group differences in illusion rates did not change as compared to the results reported above.
SDT analysis
Baseline vs. illusion
We calculated d'-difference and ln(β)-difference scores for the baseline-fission and baseline-fusion comparisons. These are depicted in Figure 2 . Difference scores for d' and ln(β) were subjected to separate mixed ANOVAs with Group (HC vs. Patient) as a between-subject factor and Illusion (baseline-fission vs. baseline-fusion) as a within subject factor.
The analysis of d'-difference scores revealed a significant main effect of Group, with patients showing lower d'-difference scores overall, F(1,60) = 4.914, p = 0.030. This indicates that HC sensitivity in distinguishing one and two flashes changed more drastically in HC than patients from baseline to fission condition, and well as baseline to fusion condition. In other words, adding either one or two beeps had a greater detrimental effect on controls' ability to correctly discern one from two flashes, while patients were less affected by auditory input. There was also a significant main effect of Illusion, F(1,60) = 15.421, p < 0.001, with lower d'-difference scores in the baseline-fusion comparison compared to the baseline-fission comparison. This indicates that, across groups, sensitivity was more strongly affected when adding two beeps (fission condition) compared to when adding one beep (fusion condition). There was no significant interaction, F(1,60) = 0.289, p = 0.593.
The analysis of ln(β)-difference scores showed no significant effect of Group, F(1,60) = 0.855, p = 0.359, but a highly significant effect of Illusion F(1,60) = 104.112, p < 0.001. This indicated that while subjects showed a similar response tendency in baseline and fusion conditions, it differed between the baseline and fission condition. The positive ln(β)-difference scores indicate that subjects were more likely to respond "2" when two beeps were presented (fission condition) compared to when no beeps were presented (baseline condition). This change in criterion ln(β) was larger in HC compared to patients, as seen in a significant interaction effect, F(1,60) = 6.266, p = 0.015.
Fission vs. Fusion
As there has been general criticism of the comparison of illusion conditions with the no-beep condition as a baseline, but not with the condition with the alternative number of beeps (Witt et al., 2015) , we conduct this comparison for completeness. Comparing the fission condition to the one-beep condition, and comparing the fusion condition to the two-beep condition, is identical to comparing the fission to the fusion condition.
There was no significant group difference in d'-difference for the fission-fusion comparison, t(60) = 0.537, p = 0.593, with subjects showing higher sensitivity in the fusion (1-beep) compared to the fission (2-beep) condition (d'-difference scores across groups were significantly smaller than 0, t(61) = -3.95, p < 0.001).
Groups differed significantly in ln(β)-difference scores for the fission-fusion comparison, t(60) = -2.503, p = 0.015, with HC showing more negative values. Though both groups had a stronger tendency to respond "1" in the fusion (1-beep) and "2" in the fission (2-beep) condition, this effect was stronger in HC. Note that this difference would remain significant after p-value correction accounting for the two previous comparisons (baseline-fission and baseline-fusion) performed in the above ANOVA.
Associations with other variables
Neither PANSS score, nor duration of illness or CPZ equivalent medication dosage were significantly correlated with d'difference scores for any of the condition comparisons, all ps > 0.05.
In addition, given that all subjects were assigned an individual ISI stemming from the visual thresholding procedure, we tested for correlations between ISI and all of the reported sensitivity measures. ISI was significantly negatively correlated with both d'-difference scores for the baseline-fission and baseline-fusion comparisons, however including ISI as a covariate into the reported ANOVA did not alter any of the reported effects.
Similarly smokers and non-smokers within and across groups did not differ in their d'-difference scores, all ps > 0.05, and including smoking status as a further predictor in the ANOVA did not alter any of the reported effects.
Finally, we tested for correlations between d'-difference scores for the baseline-fission and baselinefusion comparison in each group. There was a significant positive correlation in the patient group,
indicating that susceptibility to the fusion illusion was associated with susceptibility to the fission illusion (R = .422, p = 0.007). This correlation was absent in healthy controls, p > 0.05. The difference in correlation was statistically significant, as confirmed using Fisher's z-test, z = 2.17, p = 0.03.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to identify differences in multisensory processing between individuals with SZ and healthy individuals using the sound-induced flash illusion paradigm. We found that patients showed significantly lower fusion illusion rates compared to HC, while the fission illusion occurred similarly frequently in both groups. However, using an SDT approach, we were able to show that susceptibility to both illusions, defined as a reduced ability to distinguish one and two flashes when auditory beeps are presented concurrently (compared to when there are no beeps), was reduced in patients compared to HC in both illusions. In other words, although absolute fission illusion rates did not differ between groups, HC experienced a greater impact of auditory beeps on illusion rates compared to the unimodal baseline.
A potential limitation of this study is that the experiment was conducted inside an MR scanner, thus it is possible that findings would differ when conducted outside the scanner. MR noise may have distracted patients and controls differentially; however if one assumed increased distractibility in patients, we would expect this to lead to less veridical responses and therefore potentially an increase in illusory perception.
The finding of reduced multisensory illusory perception in patients with SZ is consistent with previous findings of reduced perception of the McGurk effect in SZ (de Gelder et al., 2003; White et al., 2014) , which has been attributed to reduced MSI. Dysfunctional MSI in SZ has also been shown in non-illusory contexts (de Gelder et al., 2005; Ross et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2010) . Hyperintegration of multisensory stimuli has also been reported in the literature, particularly using interference paradigms (de Gelder et al., 2005; Zvyagintsev et al., 2013) , suggesting that deficits in MSI manifest differently depending on the experimental context. In this particular setup, we were able to show disrupted integration of the auditory and visual channel in low-level perceptual processes in SZ.
The patients in our sample showed lower absolute fusion illusion rates compared to HC. As the occurrence of the fusion illusion naturally depends on the temporal resolution of visual perception (and, thus, the ability to reliably identify two rapid flashes), it stands to reason that patients may have superior visual perceptual resolution. This, however, is contradicted by the fact that in our experiment the patient group on average required longer ISIs than controls as determined by a visual thresholding procedure, indicating in fact a coarser temporal resolution in patients' visual perception. In turn, while the length of the ISI was associated with individual sensitivity to the illusions, it did not account for the reported group differences. Due to the association of ISI with illusory susceptibility, we cannot exclude the possibility that this contributed in part to the findings; this therefore constitutes a limiting factor. However, if it were the driving force behind the findings we would expect group differences to disappear when including ISI as a covariate into the ANOVA, which was not the case. We therefore conclude that a potential difference in temporal resolution with respect to visual perception did not cause the effects, and favour the interpretation that audiovisual interactions indeed differ between groups.
We also found that the fission illusion was in general a stronger effect than the fusion illusion, relative to unimodal viewing conditions. Some fundamental differences have been established between the fission and fusion illusion in previous research: Increased susceptibility to the fission illusion, relative to the fusion illusion, has been reported in healthy samples in previous studies (Andersen et al., 2004; Bolognini et al., 2011; Innes-Brown and Crewther, 2009) . Distinct neural mechanisms are suggested to underlie the fusion and fission illusions, as noted in studies using electroencephalography (Mishra et al., 2008; Mishra et al., 2007; Shams et al., 2001) , functional magnetic resonance imaging (Watkins et al., 2007; Watkins et al., 2006) , and magnetoencephalography (Shams et al., 2005) . Specifically, while both illusion types are associated with analogous activation in multimodal superior temporal cortex, primary visual cortex shows increased activation during illusory fissions but decreased activation during illusory fusions relative to physically identical trials which do not result in illusory perception. A study which investigated the influence of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) on the sound-induced flash illusions showed that the fission illusion was modulated by application of tDCS to temporal or occipital cortex, whereas the fusion illusion remained unaltered by this regional stimulation (Bolognini et al., 2011) . This suggests that not only is sound-induced flash fusion a more difficult illusion to elicit, but it is also harder to perturb or modulate. These findings support the notion that the fusion illusion is a perceptually more challenging illusion. As a result, abnormal perception is likely to surface more readily in this illusion rather than the fission illusion, particularly in a population which is known to show reduced susceptibility to complex perceptual illusions as a whole (such as patients with schizophrenia). Crucially, however, we found that those patients who were least susceptible to the fusion illusion also tended to be less susceptible to the fission illusion, suggesting that a single underlying mechanism may govern abnormal illusory perception.
In terms of group differences, it is essential to note that these are unlikely to be a result of generally lower task performance in patients. First, patients showed overall high performance on trials which do not evoke illusory perception. Second, and more importantly, reduced illusion rates are in fact a result of more correct responses, indicating that patients were performing the task well and in part with higher accuracy than controls. Seeing as patients with schizophrenia frequently perform worse on wide-ranging experimental tasks, making it difficult to dissociate general task performance effects from more specific cognitive and perceptual processes, this work demonstrates that illusion paradigms offer a valuable way to study psychosiswhereby patients respond veridically, albeit non-optimally.
Besides the group difference in sensitivity, HC also showed a greater overall bias in the two-beep (fission) condition compared to patients. This demonstrates that the addition of two beeps not only reduced HC's ability to distinguish one and two flashes more than patients, but it also caused a greater overall bias towards perceiving two flashes. This effect thus includes a facilitation of perceiving two veridical flashes when two beeps are presented contemporaneously, providing additional evidence for a stronger MSI effect in HC.
In this study, we cannot conclusively state whether the differences in MSI are due to purely perceptual aberrations. As the paradigm is free of complex high-level stimuli, we can largely exclude effects of higher level cognitive processes. However, it is unclear whether more basic cognitive processes such as attention, potentially interacting with early sensory processing, contribute to disruptions in MSI.
Further research is necessary in order to clarify this point.
We found a positive correlation between fusion and fission illusion susceptibility in patients. In contrast, susceptibility to the illusions appeared to be independent in healthy individuals. On these grounds, we argue that healthy perception of the two illusions is driven by distinct underlying mechanisms, whereas abnormal perception of both illusions in psychosis is caused by the same underlying dysfunction in multisensory integration. It is possible that this common dysfunction is driven either on the perceptual or cognitive level; however this will need to be addressed in future research. This study is novel in that it demonstrates on an elementary level that this MSI deficit in SZ can manifest more strongly under certain perceptual conditions than others. 
